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“We’re big, we’re cheap, and we work.”
Cumulus Media CEO Mary Berner, appearing in the 2020 Radio Show “CEO Town Hall”

“You can live inside that intersection of commerce and
community, you can make a lot of money, put a lot of
revenue on the books, and super-serve your community at
the same time, and most importantly be-local.”

Neuhoff Media VP/Development & WSOY morning host Brian Byers, in the Radio Show session “What Business Are We In Now?”
Long-time-no-convention, pick an industry, any industry. Ours hopes to rally again for an October 2021 NAB
Show in Las Vegas, a town that would kill for a crowd. Meantime, as Zoom stock has nearly quintupled in 6
months, we convene the way we work, online.

My notes from the virtual 2020 NAB/RAB Radio Show begin on page 2…
Also in this month’s E-X-P-A-N-D-E-D issue, no extra charge:
•

The Spoken Word Audio Report, from NPR and Edison Research: People spend less daily time listening
to music and LOTS more time with Spoken Word content. And -- like E-commerce and telecommuting -- this
behavior shift, already in motion before the pandemic shutdown, has accelerated as we've quarantined.

•

Listeners’ Mindset, Advertisers’ Message: My notes from a revealing NAB/New York session.

“Are we really THAT angry?”

That’s what we asked three years ago, on my very first TV show. My guests included Talkers magazine publisher
Michael Harrison; himself a talker, hosting the weekly “Michael Harrison Wrap” on WONK-FM in Washington, and
a growing affiliate roster across the USA. Since 2017, the national conversation has obviously coarsened.
Which would benefit political Talk Radio more: Four…more…years? Or President Joe Biden and VP Kamala
Harris? Click-the-pic – or here: https://youtu.be/tV8KsZTwCNY -- to join the conversation.
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2020 Radio (Virtual) Show
Radio Show – Audio/Streaming/Podcasting – Produced by RAB and NAB
The weeklong cyber-conference kicked-off with NBC Senior Business Correspondent and MSNBC anchor
Stephanie Ruhle moderating “CEO Town Hall,” a panel discussion with Cumulus Media’s Mary Berner, Entercom
Communications’ David Field and iHeartMedia’s Bob Pittman; dress code Coronavirus Casual.

As life was upended during the shutdown, "The audio platform has remained extraordinarily resilient,” in
Berner’s view. Yes, in-car listening got whacked early-on, but “was more than offset by streaming listener
increases, listening on more in-home devices, more podcasting. And as Americans are getting back on the road,
broadcast radio listening has made a near-complete recovery.”
Pitman sees present day “like after 911, advertisers just disappeared for a little while, until they could figure out
‘What's the message I need in this new world?’” And almost every TV commercial we now see gently relates to
listeners’ coping. Pitman reckons that “this is a time of disruption. That's actually good for us. In down times
[advertisers] say 'OK I'll give it a try.’”
Having worked in both media, he notes that “for about the same weight level [as TV] you get about the same
results [from radio] for about a third the price.” And, as station reps know: “We don't have a problem holding
onto people who spend money on radio. We have a problem getting them to just try it.”

The New Normal will be neither.

David Field believes that “Times of disruption are also times of opportunity;” and “as we come out of this as a
nation, the radio industry and the audio industry has a chance to thrive.” Note: “radio and audio,” the manner in
which all three panelists itemized their assets in this session. Those towers out back are now merely one
column on the spreadsheet.
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“Yes, there's a lot of uncertainty,” Field admits. “You have to focus on: How do you want to come out of this?
Where do you want to be on the other side? We know there'll be another side. We know that the ride getting
there will be bumpy.”
Berner, whose company has been selling tower sites, sees another economy in the broadcast-from-home mode
we’ve been in: “None of us will need the real estate footprint that we thought we needed.”

“We keep people company wherever they want us to keep them company.”

And when the shutdown hit, people “suddenly needed to be kept-company,” Bob Pittman recalls. And loyal to
those AM/FM towers, he notes that, “unlike other media, people don't come to radio for an hour, and that's it for
the day. They're checking-in all through the day.”
Still, he crows that “NOTHIN’ has the growth rate of podcasting.” And he ticked-off instructive moments from a
hopscotch resume: “I was there in '87 when cable networks got a big boost...with digital in ‘97-98...2001-2002
it was Search...’08-09 was Social...and this time it's audio, probably specifically being led by podcasting.”

“It has been a wild ride as this whole new medium has launched.”
iHeart Podcast Network President Conal Byrne, moderating the Radio Show panel “Podcasting 2020: Creativity and Profit”

Byrne crows: “We have hit real scale in the medium with 100 million Americans a month listening to a podcast
and hundreds of millions of listens a month across all kinds of genres.”
Also from this session:
•

Addressing the who-will-DO-it issue short-staffed stations struggle with, NPR Senior VP for Programming
and Audience Development Anya Grundmann observes: “There are certain people who get it and are
energized by what they’re seeing, so we ran with the folks on our staff that wanted to be in the game and
came with ideas.”

•

And when the moderator noted that podcasts enjoy “the lowest ad-skip rate of other media,” Grundmann
explained that “Sponsorship messages are different than commercial ads;” and how “We keep ad load low,
to keep the listener from getting annoyed.”

And have I mentioned my new E-book? Download it at HollandCooke.com ,where you can see 7 Tips in a 3minute video, and hear me and Jim Bohannon discuss the opportunity on his show.
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“What Business Are You In Now?”
For years, as digital competitors have horned-in-on radio’s Time Spent Listening and enchanted advertisers, convention
panels have talked-the-talk that we can’t just be a radio station any more…while cutbacks compromised the local content
that will always be broadcasters’ silver bullet.
Neuhoff Media’s commitment to community walks-the-walk, and VP/Development & WSOY/Decatur morning host Brian
Byers explained resourcefulness you CAN leverage, CREATING revenue opportunities in the process.
As for the session theme, Byers reckons “We're in the same business we've always been in: serving our local community,
and just doing it across every platform possible and going to where they are instead of expecting them to come to us.”
•

Though his station is the Rush Limbaugh affiliate, and his own show can be sharp-elbowed, Byers believes “advertisers
don't want to be in the toxic mess of people screaming at each other;” and he detailed how his group responded to the
pandemic shutdown, when “we realized that life just wasn't going to be the same for a very long time, if ever.”

•

“WHO are we talking to?” consultants often ask. Byers describes “ALICE families: Asset-Limited, Income-Constrained,
Employed;” often referred to as “the working poor, just barely getting by. Many of these kinds of families have never
had to ask for help before. They didn't know where to begin.”

•

So his cluster partnered with United Way and other agencies to create “a one-stop shop” of available services, across all
platforms. Messages from “real-life people in the community” explained “It's OK. there's no stigma in asking for help.”

Partnering with the U.S. Census to identify families in need, “over a million pounds of food” was distributed in a single day.
•

When school was disrupted for 9000 Decatur kids, 3 Neuhoff FMs stopped the music for two hours each weekday
afternoon. Teachers went live, and podcast replays got lots of clicks.

•

Examples of “putting our advertisers right in the content rather than being an obstacle to the content itself” include a
restaurant take-out guide; daily interviews with small business owners; and – partnering with a car dealer – “The Hot
25,” 25 summertime “things you can still get out to do in a safe and socially-distanced way.” Each video featured a
different car from the dealer’s inventory.

•

When George Floyd’s death sparked unrest across the USA, a high-profile host from the cluster’s Hip-Hop station hosted
“Speak-Up, Speak-Out,” a 10-part 10-week video series, “tough, honest conversations about what we need to do to
improve as people.”
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Noon is “the new Morning Drive”
In olden times, when the boss asked what the station got for its money by sending you to the convention, THIS is what
you’d show-off.
“Radio Listening During Covid-19: What's Changed,” presented by Nielsen Audio Senior VP/Client Services John Snyder,
draws the road map to radio’s New Normal.

Tom Hanks and the NBA
Charting a day-by-day Average Quarter Hour analysis of PPM Markets, Snyder pointed to March 11 -- when NBA games were
canceled -- and March 12 -- when Tom Hanks announced he had tested positive – as “really the two days you could identify
as being the start of this whole thing.” Listening levels haven’t been the same since.

On the surface, the drop-off seemed universal. But as Snyder drilled-down, some useful distinctions appeared:
•
•

“The higher your education level achieved, the more your radio listening fell-off.”
Ditto Income levels: The more you make, the more your listening declined.

“One of the things we know about radio listening is that it's really skewed toward full-time workers.”
Based on PPM panelists' self-identified Occupation:
•

“If you identified yourself as a ‘driver’ [i.e., Uber, FedEx, etc.], you listened to twice as much radio as the average
person in March.”

•

“If you were a builder or contractor, you listened to 45% more radio. First responders, policemen, registered nurses, all
of those occupations had radio listening above the average radio listening.”

•

The drop-off in listening was greater in households with higher education and income. “If you were lucky enough to be
able to do your job at home, you did. If you had to go out...those people listened to more radio than those at home.”

•

See the pattern? “Those who had to go out and make a living, those are the ones who are carrying radio today.”

SO then…?
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Accordingly, Snyder urges stations “tailor messages and speak to the right people.” More on that in a minute.

Present Day: "What happened to Morning Drive?"
Historically, 6A/7A have been radio’s workhorse hours, our version of TV’s prime time. Not now.

And in-home TSL didn’t simply migrate to TV.

“
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“If you don’t need to commute to an office, and you’re lucky enough to be able to
work from home, and your kids are doing online school, and they’re old-enough to
take care of themselves, there is no reason why you still need to get up” in time for
Morning Drive radio consumption as we’ve known it.”

THIS is why we used to nag the boss to let us go to conventions.
Data draws the non-road map: “Radio was habitual in the car. How do we make it habitual in the home?”
Those Occupation numbers above suggest an opportunity Snyder says TV is doing better than radio:
Acknowledge those who MUST leave the house to work: “Out of home listening drives radio.”
And promoting smart speaker listening will continue to be imperative.

Listeners’ Mindset, Advertisers’ Message
APPLAUSE to NAB, for assembling TWO virtual convention in one month!
You might not know of NAB/New York, because it’s not a radio show per se. It’s about where-thepuck-is-going in an increasingly-crowded media mix where 100-year-old radio needs to remain
nimble. Perennially packing the Javits Center; but – like other events – the event went-virtual, and
remains on-demand, at nabshow.com/ny2020/
Notwithstanding the president’s hope that “pandemic fatigue” will buoy his message that "We've
turned the corner," survey data presented at the NAB/New York virtual convention describes how
Americans really feel, and how our advertisers can relate.
Click here -- or click “ICYMI” atop the page at HollandCooke.com -- to read my conference notes, and
specific tips for improving results from endorsement spots.
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Local-Local-Local = R.O.I.
Before conventions went-virtual, I was always impressed by how – even after a night of revelry – this first-thing-inthe-morning session was standing room only. And this year’s version lost nothing in translation to Zoom.
“Broadcast Finance 2020 – The Pandemic Edition,” moderated by Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw Pittman LLP partner Scott
Flick, remote panelists Hubbard Radio CEO Ginny Morris and Connoisseur Media CEO Jeff Warshaw reflected on their
stations’ response to the pandemic shutdown, and projected their sense of where we go from here.

“Everything we did we would have done a little bit sooner.”

Like many, Morris expected the “V-shaped recovery” that turned-into a “U” – some reckon a “K.” Visualize the-haves in
a V-shaped recovery up-top, and the-have-nots suffering the inverted “V” down below.
What the-haves seem to have in common is what radio calls “local, local, local.” Proud of his stations’ response,
Warshaw figures “This was the time that our licenses and our obligation to serve our communities were really put to
the test.” When the pandemic hit, he says “our morning shows stayed late to do more service;” and when racial
unrest flared after George Floyd’s death, stations held town halls, and “opened up our microphones so people had a
place to be heard.”

“If we had become less-local over the years, we would never have been able to step-up.”
One Connoisseur station in Connecticut raised money for charity by staging a Food Truck Festival – “18 trucks!” -- in
the station parking lot. Warshaw says “We did a lot of things that were free,” like giving away gift cards for
restaurants.
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And keeping those staffers pumped-up has been a leadership test. Morris grinned when she told us how Hubbard's
Minneapolis market manager had an all-staff Zoom Pizza Party. “He sent a Domino's gift certificate to everybody and
everybody ordered a pizza and they all got on Zoom and had an all-staff meeting.”

News/Talk "spiked in the beginning," but formats are bouncing-back to normal listening
levels.
Each day’s news is now stunning, but Warshaw’s talkers made it a point to avoid what he called “ridiculously shallow
topics.”

And Morris explained that “We were also cognizant of the fact that many people come to us to get away from the
news, to get away from the devastation, to get away from the heartache and the sadness.” So some Hubbard stations
sought to “find that balance between making sure that we could offer reprieve for listeners and consumers at the
same time as operating in the community's convenience and necessity.”

NOW what?

Being a session about Broadcast Financing, the question had to be asked. And, always himself, Jeff Warshaw didn’t
disappoint: “I'm not waking up in the morning thinking ‘I wish I had five-times-as-many stations to run;’ and my
banks would not be enthused about it either.”
“The unfortunate truth,” in his view, is that radio’s biggest companies’ debt will continue to “make it more difficult for
them to staff local operations, local sales, local programming...the future of our business.”
Ginny Morris was quick to agree: “I can't speak to the financial performance or challenges of ‘the big three,’ but I do
think that as more companies go to the hub-and-spoke kind of programming model there's going to be a bigger, wider
divide in terms of companies that are relying on their national footprint; and those of us that are truly local, and
doubling-down on local [business]. And that's going to create alternatives for advertisers well into the future.”
Warshaw calls it “a real separation of business models…this is the way WE do things and this is the way THEY do
things.”

“Is it even possible to do long-term planning any more?”
Morris admits that “I have never looked at the money that comes in and the money that goes out on a daily basis, but
I am [now] looking at it daily, and am in intimate contact with everything that comes in and everything goes out and
that's probably a habit that will sustain beyond this.” And Warshaw explained how his company’s “revised COVID
[Sales] goals [have] tied significant [incentive] dollars to achieving them.”
Herself broadcast royalty, heading a company that pioneered our medium, Ginny Hubbard Morris reminded us that
radio turns 100 this year. “This industry has seen wars and depressions and recessions and it's resilient. Looking
forward I have no question that it's going to rebound from this as well.”

Remember Hiney Wine?
New Orleans, 1980: As a newly-minted PD, I was dazzled by what was then called NAB’s Radio Programming
Conference. No one hotel could contain all the hospitality suites; and the Exhibit Hall was a colorful bazaar of
goods and services that local stations exploited to compete with each other.
Back to the future: The local stations are now co-owned and mostly automated. The most formidable audio
competitors are digital. The robotic ones execute better than radio’s sloppy streams; and podcasting’s galaxy of
stars includes names like Hilary Clinton, who debuted on iHeart’s platform the night of the first presidential
debate.
Here’s to NAB and RAB for rolling-with-the-punches. Still, I miss what was not online. Regardless of how good
the formal agenda is, I always found the most valuable aspect of a convention was the convening, meeting and
knowing each other. As post-Consolidation cost cuts cut-out travel expense, and ultimately thinned
programming ranks, conferences were already challenged. Now, the virus. Here’s hoping we’ve licked it a year
from now, for NAB2021. I miss ‘Vegas, and seeing you.
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5 IDEAS IN 4 MINUTES
1. “Empathy?” Or “sympathy?”
“Empathy” has gotten a workout lately, as Joe Biden’s calling card; and with Trump’s niece, ex-lawyer/fixer,
and others decrying the president’s lack-thereof.
Are you misusing the term? When you say “empathy,” do you mean “sympathy?”
•

Picture this: You’re on the Block Island Ferry, an hourlong ride 12 miles out in the Atlantic, and it can be
bumpy. You see someone getting seasick.

•

If you’re sympathetic, you hand her a barf bag.

•

If you’re empathetic, you’re barfing.

2. Station: Be yourself…instantly.
In his Radio Show session “12 Tips in 12 Minutes for Better Programming,” my longtime associate Mike
McVay offered what’ll be familiar HC lore to clients: “Time Spent Listening growth is the low-hanging fruit to
growing radio ratings.”
•

Yes, Marketing and Promotion are important. But, as Mike reminds, “WHEN you’re ready” to be
sampled.

•

“Every time I hit the button for your radio station or ask for it on my smart speaker I want to hear
what-I-know-I-will-hear from your radio station. And that's a hit, be it Spoken Word -- meaning the
biggest stories in sports or news -- or music. The best way to build Time Spent Listening is that repeat
tune-in.”

And as I’ve been nagging…er, “coaching” the podcasters I work with: NEVER over-estimate the listener’s
attention span.

3. Best podcast advertising strategy: 2 spots.
Podsights researched how-many/where-in-the-podcast ads produced most visits to advertisers’ web site or
app.
Most effective: One pre-roll, another mid-roll.

4. Dated Reference Alert: “I’m starting to sound like a broken record.”
Delete from your vocabulary, for two reasons:
•

It’s a vinyl-era reference that few-under-60 can relate to.

•

Why telegraph that you’re repeating yourself? Set the opposite expectation, that – at any moment –
you could hear something for the first time.

5. Talk Radio hosts: Re-think loud contemporary bumper music.
Observation, as the youngest daughter of my youngest sister was wed this past month:
EVERY song the (masked) band played at the reception was 60s/70s AND EVERYONE KNEW THE WORDS.
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SOUND BITES
“Apartments.com, the most popular place to find a place.”
“At Fidelity, a change in plans is always part of the plan.”
GREAT tag lines from TV commercials.
Goal: In copy you craft for local retailers, distill their message as neatly.

“Getting help to re-open the economy safely.”
GREAT tag line from a TV political, U.S. Senator Jack Reed (D-RI), touting how he brought-home-the-bacon:
“He made sure big states didn’t roll-over Rhode Island,” scoring “$1.2 billion for hospitals and protective gear and
testing.”
Remember: It’s only “pork” when the do-re-mi goes elsewhere.

“You've lied about your own f*cking mother, about COVID!”
Former White House counselor Kellyanne Conway, on TikTok video, cursing-out her 15-year-old daughter Claudia who
blamed Mom for getting their family infected with COVID-19.

“repeated sharing of false news”
Why Facebook restricted Mark Levin’s page, per Forbes.
Levin begs to differ, accusing Facebook of “censorship” and “pushing a left-wing agenda.”
The Forbes story cites NPR reporting that “technology experts, including data scientists who have special access to
Facebook’s internal metrics” that it contacted concluded “there is no statistical evidence to support the argument that
Facebook does not give conservative views a fair shake.”

“I think it could be a terrible election. I think we could lose the White House and
both houses of Congress, that it could be a bloodbath of Watergate proportions.”
U.S. Senator Ted Cruz (R-TX)

“If the air time is part of a news interview, a documentary, a news program or a
covered news event, equal time is not required.”
Attorney and Law Professor Steven J.J. Weisman, when asked if affiliate stations – FCC licensees – would be obligated
to provide the opponent Equal Time after Rush Limbaugh’s 2-hour Trump interview:
“Believe it or not, in the past the FCC has ruled the Howard Stern Show as a bona fide news show so that when he
was interviewing Arnold Schwarzenegger and porn star Mary Carey when they were running for governor of
California, equal time was not required.”

“Trump debated like a conservative talk radio host. That’s why he failed.
Provocateurs tend to run into trouble when exposed to broader audiences.”
Author Brian Rosenwald, in a Washington Post opinion column, following that Trump interview during which the
president dropped a F-bomb and The Rush Limbaugh Show dropped commercials.

“I feel very blessed to be here speaking with you today. Some days are harder
than others.”
Limbaugh, in a half-hour-long October 19 update on his advanced lung cancer, first disclosed in February.
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The Spoken Word Audio Report
Like telling the punchline at the beginning of the joke, I'll bottom-line it for you. Ready?
Talk, on the phone. Digest what follows, and you will understand why to take those 4 words literally.

Worth your time.
This 2nd annual study from NPR and Edison Research mashes-up a 4000+ Edison Share of Ear® survey sample,
and another thousand interviews with 18+ monthly Spoken Word Audio consumers, and video from Zoomfocus-group type interviews.
I summarize work like this for Talkers because I figure you’re usually too busy to watch a 40-minute video. But
if you JUST happen to have time these days, hit npr.org/spokenwordaudio and scroll down to “Watch the 2020
webinar.” Here’s my short version.

“Spoken Word Audio…”
…as opposed to music:

Why Time Spent Listening is shifting? Music has been commoditized. From interview videos:
•

A woman, 33, shrugged “As I got older, I stopped finding new music I loved.” Her comment really resonated
with me after that wedding I describe in Tip #5 on page 10.

•

And a twenty-something guy was among those interviewed is tuned-out by playlist repetition: “I've been
listening to the same thing again and again.”
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Other comments:
•
•
•
•

“Makes me feel smarter than just listening to music.”
“For stimulus, to engage my mind more.”
“Trying to broaden my horizons.”
“Escape from reality.”

Like E-commerce and telecommuting, this is one of those trends-already-in-motion that accelerated during the
pandemic shutdown. Many feel lonely during quarantine, and this content is companionship:
•
•
•

“I can't go hang out with friends.”
“It's like there's a person with you.”
“I'm in the house, I have nothing to do.”

Like the way they prefer video on-demand, consumers also want audio convenient:
•
•
•
•

"You can be doing anything in the world and be listening.”
“Occupy my mind while I'm cooking, working out, cleaning, and ‘reading a book’ at the same time.”
“You want to read all these books and never have time to.”
“Around my schedule.”

And there’s a burnout factor to same-old-same-old radio programming:
•
•

“Trying to broaden my horizons.”
“Listening to a podcast from my profession is a way to keep learning.”

As I said: “Talk, on the phone.”
This content is escaping from radio…
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For the first time, AM/FM receivers now provide less than 50% of Spoken Word listening by device. And it didn’t
happen overnight:
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And that thing-in-the-pocket we used to call “a phone” is the field of play:

What’s clicking?
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Not billboards, not bumper stickers, not TV, not direct mail.

That’s the appetizer. Devour the entrée at npr.org/spokenwordaudio
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